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The serializability condition is usually considered in order to maintain the consistency of a 
data base in the presence of conflicting accesses to the data base performed by concurrent 
transactions. The usual notion of a transaction is generalized in two ways; a transaction is 
given by a possibly infinite set of sequences of operations (this set may be interpreted as the 
possible execution traces of a program) and a transaction can be arbitrariy often repeated. 
A concurrent computat on of such a system of transactions is represented by a word formed 
by interleaving execution traces of the transactions. The standard serializability criterion 
is extended to this model and it is shown that for regular transactions the set of serializable 
computations is regular. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mainly studied in the framework of data base systems, the serializability problem 
is a very general synchronization problem which can be defined; let us consider a 
transaction system characterized by a so-called consistency property of its states. 
(In an airline reservation system, such a property could be: one seat in a plane 
cannot be booked to more than one passenger.) Let us assume that any transaction 
or process operating on the system states individually transforms a state, correct 
with respect to the consistency property, into another correct state. Clearly, any 
sequential composition of the transactions preserves the consistency property. Thus 
the serializability problem is to synchronize the transactions in order to allow only 
concurrent computations which are equivalent to some sequential composition of 
the transactions. 
In the literature on serializability [2, 4, 121, a transaction is considered to be a 
finite sequence of operations performed only one time. In this paper, we generalize 
this notion of transaction in two ways: 
- a transaction is given by a set (possibly infinite) of finite sequences of 
operations; this set of sequences may be interpreted as the possible execution traces 
of a program. 
- a transaction can be arbitrarily often repeated as, for instance, a pre- 
existing service process in an operating system might behave. 
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To a set of transactions, we associate a conflict relation between the operations 
of the transactions. This relation determines the actions which cannot be executed 
simultaneously. (In data base systems, conflicts are deduced from the way opera- 
tions of different transactions access to shared data: read-write conflicts and 
write-write conflicts). A concurrent computation of a system of transactions will be 
represented by words formed by interleaving some execution traces of transactions. 
The equivalence which is generally used is such that two computations are said to 
be equivalent if the relative ordering of conflicting operations is the same in both 
computations [ 111. We shall call serializable a computation which is equivalent in 
that sense to some sequential computation. 
This approach allows us to analyse those synchronization problems for which the 
correction is based on the order in which conflicting operations are performed. As 
examples, we have already shown that some resource allocation problems or 
mutual exclusion problems can be modelled as serializability problems [S-9]. 
In this paper we are interested in a deadlock-free control of concurrent computa- 
tions of a transaction system, i.e., the existence of an acceptor of serializable com- 
putation prefixes. If we consider the set of operation sequences of a transaction as 
execution traces of a program, this control is expected to run whatever the inter- 
pretation of the operations performed by the transactions and the variables used by 
the operations. Then a prefix will be accepted if, for any interpretation, it can be 
extended into a serializable computation consistent with this interpretation. Com- 
putations whose prefix satisfy this property will be called free-serializable computa- 
tions. This means, especially, that at any step of a free-serializable computation, any 
future choice, local to a transaction, can be done. In concurrency theory, this aspect 
is very closed to the notion of free-choice Petri-net [l] or free-choice path expres- 
sion [13]. 
After having introduced the basic definitions in Section 2 and precisely motivated 
the notion of free-serializability, in Section 3 we point out fundamental properties 
of free-serializable computations. We characterize free-serializable computations by 
a property of their prefixes and we show that this property does not depend on 
repetitions inside a computation. This allows us to show the main result of the 
paper in Section 4: if the transactions are regular languages then so is the set of 
free-serializable computations. Hence, we obtain a finite and deadlock-free 
algorithm which,controls the concurrent execution of programs in such a way that 
the order of conflicting operations is the same as in a sequential execution. 
Moreover, this algorithm satisfies maximal concurrency in the sense that it allows 
every correct-i.e.-free-serializable computation. 
This result is a generalization of the case where each transaction is represented 
by a finite sequence of actions [S, 81; on the other hand, a result obtained by 
R. Cori and D. Perrin [3] in the context of partially commutative free monoids, 
shows the regularity of the set of serializable (but not free-serializable) computa- 
tions in the case where transactions are regular languages. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let n be an integer; let Ai, in [ 1, n], be disjoint alphabets (of operations), and 
A = (Ji= I.n A,; A* is the free monoid generated by A; ,? is the empty word. Let x 
be in A*; o(x) denotes the set of operations occurring in x, 1x1 is the length of x; 
let a be in A, 1x1, denotes the number of occurrences of a in x. Let u be in A*, u 
is a prefix of x, u 6 x, if x can be written uz for some z in A*; u is a factor of x 
if x can be written zluzz for some z, and z2 in A*. If W is a subset of A*, then 
Pref( W) is the set of prefixes of the items of W; if u is in Pref( W) then W/u is the 
set (~124~~ W}. 
Let Y be a subset of A and x be in A*; z,,(x) is the erasing homomorphism 
which suppresses from x the symbols not in Y. Let i be in [ 1, n]; rci(x) will be an 
abreviation of zA,(x) and rci(x) an abreviation of rcz,(x), where A, is the set of 
operations not in Ai. Let (z,, . . . . z,) be in A, x . . x A,; the “shuffle,” noted 
Oi= I,n zj, Of z1 7 ...3 z, will be the set {XE A*, VIE [l, n] rci(x) = zi}. 
In the sequel, we shall suppose that the alphabets Ai are of the form B u {d,, f,} 
for some alphabet B of operations. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A transaction Ti over the alphabet A, is a set of words of the 
form diwh, called executions of transaction T,, where w is a word of (Ai\{ d,, L})*. 
In the sequel, symbols di and fi, respectively called the initiation symbol and the 
termination symbol of T,, will be used in order to distinguish several executions of 
the same transaction inside a word. 
Transaction could represent execution traces of programs as illustrated in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let P,, P,, and P, be programs depending on four variables A, 
B, C, and D and satisfying the consistency predicate “A = B+ C”: 
P,:begin while B<Odo B:=B+D; C:=C-Dodend; 
P,: begin A := A*lO; B := B*lO; C := C*lO end; 
P,:beginA:=A-3;ifB>OthenB:=B-3elseC:=C-3end. 
Let us call b, and c, the assignment instructions B := B+ D and C := C-D; t, the 
test instruction B < 0; u2, b,, and c2 the assignment instructions A := A*lO, 
B := B*lO, and C := C*lO; Us, b,, and c3 the assignment instructions A := A - 3, 
B := B- 3, and C := C- 3; and t, the test instruction B> 0. The following sets are 
examples of transactions: 
TI = M(O,W t,fi, PXV, T2= P,d,c,fd, 
T,= {d~a,t,b,f,,d,a,t,c,f,}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A transaction system is a pair TS = (F-, R), where: 
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(1) F= {T,, . ..) T,,} is a family of n transactions over the alphabets 
A A,,. 1, .a*, 
(2) R C_ A x A is a symmetric relation, so-called conflict relation, among the 
operations of the transactions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let T1, T,, and T3 be the transactions of Example 2.1; an exam- 
ple of a transaction system could be: 
TS= (F-, R) with: f = {T,, T,, T,} 
R is the symmetric closure of: {(b,, &), (c,, c,), (tl, bz), 
(a23 a,), @*, f3h @2, b,), (t1, f3), (t1,b3), (bl, b3)> (Cl, c3)l. 
In the sequel, this example of a transaction system will be always used in order 
to illustrate our definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A computation of transactions in F is a word over A obtained 
by “shulIling” concatenations of executions of the transactions. We shall note C(F) 
the set of computations of 9; i.e., C(F) = {xe A*, ViE [l, n], Z~(X)E Ti*}. 
Parallelism among transactions is represented in computations by the fact 
that some occurrences of transactions can start while some other are not 
achieved. As an example, consider the following computation: x= 
d t d a b b c t b d a c t f t b I 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 I 3 3 1 1 I 3 3, for the transactions of Example 2.1. In this 
computation, transaction Tz starts before T, is terminated, and T3 starts before T2 
is terminated. 
Now, let us define the equivalence of the computations; it is a generalization of 
the one introduced in [S]. Two computations are equivalent if they correspond 
to the same executions of transactions and if they have the same ordering of 
conflicting operations, i.e., 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let x and y be two computations, x is said equivalent to y, 
which is noted x - y if and only if: 
(1) vie Cl, nl, ni(x)=ni(Y) 
(2) 'il(a, b) E 4 qz,t&d = qa,,l(~) 
EXAMPLE 2.3. The following computations are equivalent: 
x=datdabcfcf 3332223322 and Y=d,a,t,c,f3d2a2b2c2f2. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A computation x is serializable if there exists a sequential 
computation y equivalent to x, i.e., 3y E (lJ ir ,.” Ti)* such that x - y. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Computation x is serializable since it is equivalent to y which is 
a sequential computation. 
SlIJ3813-4 
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A semantic justification of this notion of correctness can be given by the 
following arguments: let us assume that the conflict relation is derived from the way 
two operations access a common variable (read-write and write-write conflict). 
Then we know [ 1 l] that the history of values assigned to a variable is the same 
for two equivalent computations under any interpretation; assuming that every 
transaction preserves some consistency predicate (which is a property of the 
variables used by the operations), then so does any sequential computation and 
therefore so does any serializable computation. As a matter of fact, one can verify 
that in the previous example, the serializable computation x satisfies the consistency 
predicate “A = B + C.” 
As mentioned in the Introduction, if we consider that transactions are given by 
programs, we are interested in computations whose prefixes satisfy the fact that for 
any interpretation of the variables used by the transactions, it can be extended into 
a serializable computation consistent with this interpretation. It is not the case for 
all serializable computations: let us consider the prefix u = d,a, t,d,a,b, of x, the 
serializable computation of Example 2.3. If the result of the test is: B > 0, then the 
only way (without taking symbols f3 and fi into consideration, since they are not 
conflicting operations) of terminating all the transactions after u is b,c, or c2 6,. 
But neither ub, c2 f2 f3 nor ucZ b, f2 f3 are serializable computations. 
Considering a prefix u of a computation, the previous property will be satisfied 
if for every set of words formed by some termination of each transaction whose 
executiong is already started in this prefix, there exists a shutlle s of these termina- 
tions such that the resulting computation (obtained by concatenating u and S) is 
serializable. Computations whose prefixes are of this form are called free- 
serializable. 
Notations. We shall note Term(T,, U) is the set: {z~(A,\{d,})*: ni(u)z~TF} of 
terminations of transaction Tj with respect to u (i.e., whose execution is already 
started in u). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let x be a computation; x is free-serializable if and only if for 
every prefix u of x, if z,, . . . . z, are respectively any terminations of T,, . . . . T, with 
respect to U, then there exists a shuftle s of z,, . . . . z, such that US is serializable, i.e., 
VUGX, V(z, ,..., Z,)E )( Term(Ti,u), 3s E ci) zi such that US is serializable. 
i= 1,n i= I,n 
EXAMPLE 2.4. d a t d a c f b c f is free-serializable, 3332233222 d a t d a b c f c f 3332222233 
is neither free-serializable nor serializable, and d a t d a b c f c f is serializable 3332223322 
but not free-serializable. 
Remark. In the case where the transactions are words instead of sets of words, 
serializable computations are free-serializable. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF FREE-SERIALIZABLE COMPUTATIONS 
In this section, we characterize prefixes of free-serializable computations in terms 
of an order relation among the occurrences of transactions in these prefixes. Then 
we introduce a notion of “repetition” inside transactions in computations: it 
corresponds to the notion of iteration inside a transaction when the transactions 
are given by programs; we show that free-serializability does not depend on repeti- 
tions inside computations. 
3.1. Characterization of Free-Serializable Computations 
Notation. The set {a, a E o(z), z E Term( Ti, u)} is noted 0( Ti, u). 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Precedence relation). Let u be a prefix of a computation, Ti 
and Tj be transactions, h and k be integers. We say that the hth occurrence of Ti 
precedes in u the kth occurrence of Tj and we write 
(Ti, h) +u (Tjv k) 
if and only if either, i = j, h < k, and T, has been initiated at least k - 1 times in u; 
i.e., 
bld,2k-- 1, 
or i # j, Ti has been initiated h times in u and there exist two conflicting operations 
a and b respectively in Ai and Aj such that a occurs inside the hth execution of Ti 
and either Tj has been initiated k - 1 times in u, or Tj has been initiated k times 
in u and, either b occurs inside the kth execution of Tj and a occurs before b, or 
b occurs in some termination of Tj with respect to u, i.e., 
3(a,b)ERnAixAjsuchthatu,aduwithlu,al,,=hand 
either lu14=k- 1, 
oru,au,bduwith (u,au,b),,=k, 
or luld,=kandbEO(Tj,u), 
for some u,, u2 in A*. 
We shall denote -,* the reflexive and transitive closure of + U. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let us again consider the computation prefix u= d,a, t, d,a,b,; 
we have: (T,, l)-+,(T,, 1) and (T,, l)+,(T,, 1). 
We can remark that -,* is not an order relation; this corresponds to the fact that 
u is not a prefix of a free-serializable computation. In fact, this relation takes into 
account not only conflicting operations which occur in the considered prefix but 
those which appear in all the possible terminations of transactions already started 
in this prefix. 
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Let u be a prefix of a computation; u is called well formed if and only if for every 
prefix u of U, relation -+r is an order relation. This allows us to characterize 
prefixes of free-serializable computations and, as a corollary, to characterize free- 
serializable computations. 
THEOREM 3.1. A prefix of a computation is a prefix of a free-serializable one if 
and only tf it is well formed. 
COROLLARY 3.1. A computation is free-serializable if and only if it is well formed. 
In the sequel, we shall need the following definition: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let x be in C(F); 
Exec(Ti,h,x)=t~3~,,~,,rEA*,~=~,~~~,~~(~)=t,tET,,andIu,l~,=h-l. 
This is well defined due to the definition of a transaction: 
Exec( Ti, h, x) will be called the hth execution of Ti in x. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 is due to the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. If u is a well-formed prefix of a computation then it can be extended 
into a well-formed computation by terminating in any possible way all the transactions 
already started in u; i.e., 
w 1, ..., z,) E )( Term( Ti, u), Ii,, . . . . i, E [ 1, n] 
i=l,n 
such that uzi, . . . zi, is well formed. 
LEMMA 3.2. If x is a computation for which -P ,* is an order relation, then there 
exists a sequential computation y such that -f = -,* and Vie [ 1, n], xi(x) = ri( y). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let x and y be two computations such that: 
0) +.;= +* .I’ 3 
(ii) ViE [l, n], 7ci(x) = 7ri( y), 
(iii) -+z is n order relation. 
Then x - y. 
LEMMA 3.4. If x is a sequential computation then +,* is an order relation. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let x and y be computations; if x-y then +: = -,*. 
We obtain from Lemmas 3.2-3.5 the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.6. A computation x is serializable if and only if -+,* is an order relation. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Sufficient condition. If u is a well-formed computation 
prefix then, due to Lemma 3.1, it can be extended into a well-formed computation 
X. 
Let us show that x is free-serializable. Every prefix of x is well formed. So, due 
to Lemma 3.1, for every prefix u of x, if 2,) . . . . 2, are respectively any terminations 
of T, , . . . . T,, with respect to u, then there exists a shulIIe s of these terminations such 
that us is well formed; it follows from Lemma 3.6 that us is serializable. Thus, x is 
free-serializable. 
Necessary condition. Let w be a free-serializable computation prefix. Let us 
assume w is not well formed; then there exists sequences (ih)hs C,,r3 and (kh)hc Cl,r,, 
r E N of integers such that, for some prefix u of w, the following relations hold: 
Vhe [l, r- 11, CT,, kh)+u (Ti,,+,, k/z+,) 
and 
Moreover, sequences (ih)hs Cl,,l and (ZC~)~.~~,~, can be chosen in such a way that 
Vh, h’E [l, r], (Ti,,, k,,) # (T,., kh,) (1). We are going to show that the following 
property (*) is satisfied: 
There exists (zi, . . . . z,)~Term(T,, u)x ... x Term( T,,, U) such that these 
relations are true in US, for every shuftle s of the z;s, i.e., (SE coi= I,n zi). (*) 
Due to Lemma 3.6 and Definition 2.6, property (*) contradicts the fact that u is 
a free-serializable computation prefix. 
Proof of Property (*). Let hE[2,r]; the relation (T,_,,k,_,)~,(T,,k,) 
implies: 
(i) either (Tih-17 kh--l)dus (T,, kh) for every s in A* such that us is a com- 
putation, or 
(ii) for some conflicting operations (a, b)E Rn A,-, x A,, u,a<u and 
I”l14,,_, =khP1 for some u,EA*, (U(d,,=kh, and bEo(yJ for some y, in 
Term( T,, u). 
Let Z be a subset of [l, r] such that for every hEZ, property (ii) holds. Since 
Vh E Z, JuI d,n = k,,, then due to property (1 ), we cannot have h, h’ E Z and i, = i,,, at 
the same time. 
This allows us to choose an n-tuple (z,, .,,, z,) in Term( T, , U) x . . . x Term( T,, u) 
such that Vjs[l,n],ifj=i,for some heZ, thenz,=y,. 
Every shuffle s of these z;s is such that Vh E Z, n,,(s) = y,. Then, due to (ii) 
(Tih-lv k/t- 1) +us (T,, kh). It follows from (i) that property (*) holds. This ends the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. 1 
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Now, let us prove Lemmas 3.1-3.5. We shall need the following property: 
Property 3.1. If x is a computation then any transaction has no nonempty 
termination with respect to x, i.e., Vie [l, n], Term(7’;, x)= {A}. 
This comes from the fact that, since every execution of a transaction is of the 
form diwfi, fi 4 o(w), then it cannot be extended into another execution. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let u be a well-formed computation prefix. This lemma is 
obtained by concatenating u and terminations z, , . . . . z, in an order compatible with 
-,*. Such an ordering is possible for every n-tuple of terminations since the 
precedence relation, which takes into account all the possible terminations of trans- 
actions already started in U, is an order relation. 
Let (z,, . . . . z,) be in Xi= ,,n Term( Ti, u). We consider the following relation L 
induced by --+,* over the last executions of the transactions in U, i.e., 
Let (Ti,he Cl,nl be a numerotation of F = {T,, . . . . T,,} compatible with L. And let 
s = zi, . . . zin. Obviously, US is a computation. 
Let us show that US is well formed. Let us assume it is not true, then, for some 
a<s, -,* is not an order relation (since u is well formed). Then there exists 
sequences LidhE cl,pl and Mhe cl,p~ of integers such that the following relations 
hold: 
and 
Due to Definition 3.1, this implies: VIE [l, p- 11, ]~cr/~,~+, >k,+, and 
(1) either jh=jh+i and k,,<k,,+,, 
(2) or, for some (a, b) E R n Aj,,xAjh+,, 
lv44~,~+,=h+,~ 
u~au~bdua, lu,als=kh, 
(3) or, for some (a,b)~RnA~,xA~,+,, u,u<ua, jua14h+,=k,+, and 
bEO(Tj,,+lT ~0). 
Due to the definition of Term, we have 
ViE [l, n], Idd8,= I4d; 
Then, ( 1) obviously implies (T,*, k,,) +” (T,+, , k, + , ). 
In case (2), 
- either the operations a and b occur in u (u,au,b < U) and then (T,,, kh) +,, 
(T,,,+,, kh+,) 
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- or only a occurs in u (ui a 6 u < u, au,b), then b occurs in some termination 
of transaction T, + , with respect to U. So, due to Definition 3.1, (Ti,, kh) -+” 
CT,+,, kh+~) 
- or the operations a and b both occur in 6, then a E o(zi,) and b E o(zJ for 
some l-cm and, since Vp~[l,n], &go(a), luld,,=kh, and ]~l~~~+,=k~+i. 
In case (3) 
- either the operation a occurs in u and then (T,, kh) -+U ( Tjh+ , , k,, + , ), 
- or a E o(zi,) and be O(T,, UC) for some l<m and, since VIE [l, n], 
~,444, 14d,,=L and 144h+,=kh+1. 
Then one can easily check that Vh E [ 1, p - 11, 
(i) - either (4) (T,, Tjh+,)~L, or 
- (5) j,=i,and j,,+,=i,,, for some l<m, and 
(ii) j, = jP. 
Due to the definition of L, (4) implies (5). Hence, the existence of such a 
sequence is impossible. So, US is well formed. [ 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let x be a computation such that +,* is an order relation. 
The proof of this lemma is obtained by concatenating the executions of transactions 
occurring in x in an order compatible with -,*. Let X be the set of couples (Ti, h) 
such that the hth execution of Ti occurs in x, i.e., 
X={(Ti,h)li~[l,n],h~~andh~Ixl~,}. 
Let (CT,, q/J),. [I,~] be a numerotation of X compatible with -,*. And let 
y=Exec(Tj,,ql,x)..-Exec(T,,,q,,x) (Definition 3.2). 
Obviously, y is a sequential computation such that -,* = -,* and Vie [ 1, n], 
ni(x)=ni(Y). I 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let x and y be two computations satisfying (i), (ii), and 
(iii) in Lemma 3.3; let us assume that they are not equivalent; then, since for every 
k E CL nl, Q(X) = Q(Y), xl,,)(x) # n(,,)( y) for some (a, b) E R n Aix Aj (Detini- 
tion 2.4). Thus uu < x and vb < y for some u and u such that JuJ (I = (~1 u and 
Mb= Id/Y 
Since, for every k E [ 1, n], ~c,Jx) = nk( y), it follows from these relations that: 
(1) uuw,b<x and obw,u<y 
(2) n,(uu) = n,(ubw,a) and nj(vb) = nj(uuw,b), 
for some w, and w2 in A . . 
( 1) and Definition 3.1 imply 
(Tz, IuaId;) +.x CTj, luaw,bld,) and (Ti, lublc+) +y (Tj, Iubw,alct,). 
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Due to (2) we have 
I4d,= Iubwal,, and wld,= loom&,. 
It follows that (T,, luald,) + ~ CT, lohId,) and (T,, Iuhld,) -fY (7’,, luald,). This con- 
tradicts the fact that + : = -+ ,* and -+ ,* is an order relation. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. If x is a sequential computation then x is some concate- 
nation of executions of transactions and any transaction has no nonempty 
termination with respect to x (Property 3.1). Hence, ( Ti, h) +X ( Tj, k) implies 
that, in computation x, all the operations belonging to the hth execution of T, 
occur before all the operations belonging to the kth execution of T, if it exists 
in x. Then, obviously, -+.:’ is an order relation. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let x and y be two computations such that x N y and let 
us show that -.z = -,*. Due to Definition 3.1, (T,, h) -+ + (T,, k) implies: 
- either i= j, h < k and Ixld, > k - 1. Since xi(x) = xi(y), this implies 
lyl,ak-1; therefore (T,,h)+,.(T,,k), 
- or for some (a,b)ERnAixA,, u,a<x with l~~a(~,=h, and 
(i) either Ixld,= k- 1 or 
(iii) u,au,b<x (1) with lu,au,bl,,=k (2). 
The case where Ixld, = k and b E O( T,, x) is not considered since, x being a com- 
putation, any transaction has no nonempty termination with respect to x 
(Property 3.1). 
Since rc,(x)=rr,(y), then u,a<y (3) for some v, such that zi(u,a)=zi(vla) (4), 
and then Iv,ald, = h: 
Case (i). Since rci(x) = rtci( y) then I y14 = k - 1. Hence (T,, h) --’ (T,, k). 
Case (ii). Relations (l), (3), (4), and the fact that r~(~,~~(x) = r~(,,~,(y) imply 
u,av,b< y for some vq such that n(,,,)( u, avz) = nju,6j(U,au,) (5). Since n,(x) = 
rci(y), it follows from (2) and (5) that Iv,av,bl,,=k. Then (Ti, h) --+>, (T,, k) and 
therefore, +: = +.,*. 1 
3.2. Invariance of Free-Serializability under Internal Repetition 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let x and y be two computations. We shall say that x r y if, for 
some i in [ 1, n], y can be obtained by erasing from x some “repetition” inside 
transaction T,, i.e., 
(1) x and y can be respectively written U, pvu, and U, ,ux~(v)u, for some 
u,, u2, p, and v in A*, 
(2) p and v correspond to the same execution of transaction T,, i.e., 
di 4 O(P), 
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(3) the operations of Ai which occur in v have already occurred in CL, i.e., 
o(v) n A;G O(P), 
(4) Prefixes ur pv and u,~K~(v) allow the same set of terminations of trans- 
action T,, i.e., Term( Ti, u1 pv) = Term( Ti, U, ELKS). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us consider the following computations: 
x=d,t,f,d t d b a c b t b c c f t f 11212121121211 
and 
y=d,t,fdtdbacbcftf 111212122211~ 
Let p= tld2b,azc,b2 and v= t,blc2c,f2; for transaction Tr, parts (l), (2), (3), and 
(4) of Definition 3.3 are satisfied, and then y can be obtained from x by erasing 
some repetition inside transaction T, in x. 
The following theorem says that free-serializability is independent of the repeti- 
tions occurring in transactions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x and y be computations; if x r y then x is free-serializable if 
and only if y is. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let x and y be two computations such that x r y and let 
i, u,, ~1, v, and u2 be defined as in Definition 3.3. Let p(x) be the set of prefixes of 
x. Let cp: p(x) + A* be the mapping defined by 
cp(i) = 4 VUEA*, VaEA such that ua<x, 
cp(ua)=ifaEAiandyu,~<<a<z41~vthenq(u)elsecp(u)a. 
Obviously, q(x) = y and VU 6 x, q(u) < y. Due to Corollary 3.1, we have only to 
prove that x is well formed if and only if q(x) is. 
Sufficient condition. Let us assume q(x) is well formed and let us prove 
vu<x, -,* is an order relation. (*I 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let u be a prefix of x. We define three relations <i, <t, < 2 
between occurrences of operations in the following way; let 1, m E [l, n], 
(a, b)EA,xA,, and h, kE N: 
(a,h) <f,(b,k)ou,au,b<u, lu,al,=h, ~u,av,b~,~=k,forsomeu,,~~~A*, 
(a,h) <i(b,k)ou,a<u, Iu,al,,=h, I~I~,=k,b~O(T,,u),forsomeu,~A* 
(a,h) <~(b,k)ou,a<u, lu,al,,=h, luld,=k-lforsomeu,~A*. 
Let us state the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.7. x is well formed implies 
Vudx, ‘dh,kEN,V(a,b)EA,xA,nR,VpE{1,2,3}; 
(a, h) < f: (6, k) implies (a, h) K$~, (6, k). 
Claim. Lemma 3.7 implies (*). 
Let u be a prefix of x; due to Definition 3.1, (T,, h) -+ u (T,, k) if and only if: 
- either l=m, h<k, and Ju),>k- 1, 
- or (a, h) < :(b, k) for some p E { 1,2,3} and (a, b) E A, x A, n R. 
Mapping q obviously satisfies the following property: 
Property 3.2. VPE CL nl, Iuld,,= Idu)ldp. 
Then, due to Property 3.2 and Lemma 3.7, (T,, h) +U (T,, k) implies 
(T/T h) -+cpp(uj (T,, k). Hence, since -‘&) is an order relation, so is -,*. 
Lemma 3.7 comes from the following remarks: every operation of Ai which 
occurs in v occurs also in p without symbol di between them and the fact of erasing 
n,(v) does not affect the possible terminations of Ti with respect to u,pv. 
In order to prove Lemma 3.7, we need the following properties: Let u be a prefix 
of x. 
Property 3.3. VaEAi, u,p<ua<u,pv implies &z<u and ItaId,= Iuld, for some 
<GA*. 
Property3.4. Vh~N,V1~[l,n],Va~A,,V~~A**,(~a~uand~~a~~,=h)implies 
[a<cp(u) and Ija(,=h for some SEA*. 
Proof of Property 3.3. Since o(v)n Aiso(p) and di$ o(pv) (Definition 3.3), uu 
can be written: u,~~u~,v, a, di$o(pzvl). 
Property 3.4 can be trivially shown by induction on u and by applying Proper- 
ties 3.2 and 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. If u < u1 p then q(u) = u and then Lemma 3.7 is true, so we 
assume ui p < u: 
(1) p = 3. Due to Properties 3.2 and 3.4 we have: (a, h) < 1 (6, k) implies 
(a, h) <c&u) (4 k). 
(2) p = 2. Let us assume (a, h) < 2 (b, k); then b E 0( T,,,, u). In order to show 
(~3 h) < &,, (b, k), we have only to prove: b E 0( T,, q(u)) (due to Properties 3.2 
and 3.4). If b+! Ai, it is obvious. 
We assume b E A;. Then b E o(z) for some z E Term( Ti, u). Two cases can be dis- 
tinguished: 
Case 1. u=u,pvy for some YEA*. If Y = y14y2, ~CO(Y~, then ni(yz)z~ 
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Term(T,, ul~vy,di). Due to Definition 2.3 and the fact that u,pnJv)y E Pref(C(F)), 
this implies rci(yz)z~Term(Ti, u,prr,(v)yldi). 
If die o(y), then n,(y)z~Term(T~, uipv). It follows from Definition 3.3 that 
ndY)ZETeWTi, ulPni(V)). 
Case 2. u = u,py, y < v. This implies rri(y)z E Term(T,, u,~) and then rri(y)z E 
Term(Ti, u,Pni(Y)). 
Hence, in the two cases b E O( T,, q(u)). 
(3) p= 1. We suppose (a, h) <A (6, k). The fact that (a, h) <icU, (b, k) is 
shown by induction on u. We assume it is true for u and we show it for UC, where 
c is such that c E A and UC < x. Consider two cases: 
Case 1. b # c. Then (a, h) <L (b, k) and, due to induction hypothesis, this 
implies (a, h) < &, (b, k). Since q(u) < q(uc), it follows that (a, h) < &,c, (b, k). 
Case 2. b = c. Then (a, h) <i (b, k) and so, due to (2), 
(0, h) < &, (6 k) (**) 
If b$Ai or u,pv<ub, then we have cp(ub)=cp(u)b; due to (**), this implies 
(a, A) <&b) (b, k). Otherwise, cp(ub) = q(u) and, on the other hand, b is an opera- 
tion of Ai which occurs in v; so it occurs in p (Property 3.3). Then, we have 
- either (a, h) <f, (b, k) and then (a, h) <fpcubj (b, k) 
- or (6, k) <f, (a, h) and then (6, k) < fpcUj (a, h); this is incompatible with 
(**), since q(x) is well formed. 
Hence, (a, h) <fpcubl (b, k). I 
Necessary condition. It will be obviously deduced from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. Vp E { 1, 2, 3}, (a, h) < $,, (b, k) * (a, h) < f: (b, k). 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Due to Definition 3.4 and the definition of cp, we have only 
to prove: b E 0( Ti, q(u)) implies b E O( Ti, u). 
The case where u = U, pvy, for some y E A *, can be obtained in the same way as 
in proof of Lemma 3.7. Let us assume u = u,py for some y such that y < v; 
bE O(Ti, q(u)) implies z~Term(T,, u,prri(y)) for some z such that bEo(z); then 
z E Term( T,, u1 prr,(v)). It follows from Definition 3.3 that z E Term( ri, u1 pv). Thus 
y’z~ Term(T,, u,py) for some y’ such that yy’= v. This implies be O(Ti, u). 1 
5. REGULARITY OF FREE-SERIALIZABILITY 
In this section, we show that, when transactions are regular languages, the set of 
free-serializable computations is a regular language. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If T,, . . . . T,, are regular languages, then the set of free-serializable 
computations is a regular language. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we use the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be an alphabet, L be a subset of X*, u’ and v be in X*. 
We say that u is a repetition of w in L if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
WV E Pref( L), o(u) G o(w), and L/w = LJWV. 
A word x of L is repetition-free if for all factors v and w of x, v is not a repetition 
of w. 
Remark. In the case where L is a transaction, this notion of repetition 
corresponds to the one of Definition 3.3; i.e., if uwu is an execution of a transaction 
Ti, where w is a repetition of u in Ti, then we have: DWZJ r vu (in the sense of Delini- 
tion 3.3). 
Moreover, we need to show the following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. The set of “repetition-free” words of a regular language is finite. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Corollary 3.1, it is sufficient to prove that the set F 
of well-formed computations is regular. This is obtained by proving that the set 
(F/u, u E Pref(F)} is finite. 
Notation. The set of “repetition-free” words (Definition 4.1) of some subset L of 
A* is noted RF(L). 
For every well-formed computation prefix U, we define a set E(u) ( E F/u) of some 
extensions z of u in F formed of repetition-free terminations of the transactions 
started in u and of different and repetition-free executions of the transactions: 
E(u)= (ZE F/u, ViE [l, n], ni(z)= t, t,... t,, t, gRF(Term(Ti, u)), 
Vj,j’~[2,k],t,~RF(T,)andt~#t~}. 
Hence, for every z of E(u), uz is well formed and for every transaction T;, zi(z) can 
be split up in some repetition-free termination of T, with respect to u and in 
different repetition-free executions of T,. 
Let y be the relation which links well-formed computation prefixes u and v such 
that E(u) = E(V) and which have the same extensions in the set of computations (let 
us recall that the set of computations is noted C(Y) in Definition 2.3), i.e., 
VU, v E Pref( F), uyu 0 E(u) = E(u), and C(zT))lu = C(F)/u. 
Now, we are able to set Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 which obviously prove Theorem 4.1. 
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LEMMA 4.1. The number of equivalence classes of relation y is finite. 
LEMMA 4.2. Vu, v E Pref(F), F/u = Ffv C. uyv. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Due to the definition of Term( Ti, u), we have Term( Ti, u), 
we have Term( Ti, u) = T,/x,( t) for some t such that xi(u) = u1 t, t E Pref( Ti), u1 E A *. 
Then, the transactions being regular languages, so are the sets Term( Ti, u), 
u E Pref( F), and the number of sets Term( Ti, u), u E Pref(F), is finite. Hence, due to 
Theorem 4.2, the following set: W= U UE PreT(F) RF(Term( Ti, u)) is finite. 
Again due to Theorem 4.2, the number of repetition-free executions of every 
transaction is finite. Then the set 
is finite; moreover, sets E(u), u E Pref(F), are all included in P. On the other hand, 
the transactions being regular languages, so is C(F); then the set {C(T)/u, 
u E Pref(C(Y))} is finite; hence, the number of equivalence classes of relation y is 
finite. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The necessary condition follows straightforwardly from 
Lemma 3.1. 
Sufficient condition. Let u and v be well-formed computation prefixes such that 
uyv. Then, due to the definition of y, C(Y)/u = C(Y))lv. Thus, we have only to 
prove 
Vz E A *, uz is well formed iSand only $vz is. 
Let z be such that uz is well formed and assume vz is not well formed. 
We are going to build a word z’ from z such that z’ is in E(u) and vz’ is not well 
formed; since E(u) = E(v), the contradiction will come from the fact that E(v) 
contains z’ and that vz’ is not well formed. 
The word z’ is built in two steps. The first step consists in erasing repetitions 
inside every transaction occurring in z’; the second one consists in erasing useless 
executions of the transactions. 
Step 1. Let rU be the relation 
vi, cc’ E C(~)lu, u[ ru ~45’ 0 u[ r UC’, and UGU,, 
where u1 is defined as in Definition 3.3. 
This means that 5’ can be obtained from [ by erasing some repetition of a word 
entirely included in [. The transitive closure of rU will be noted r,*. 
Let 5 be such that 
uz r,* u5 and (ut ru 4 * t; = 0. 
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5 is a sort of “repetition-free” picture of z. We are going to show that 4 satisfies the 
following properties: 
Property 4.1. ~5 is well formed. 
Property 4.2. < is an extension of a transaction formed of some repetition-free 
termination of the transactions started in u and repetition-free executions of T,, i.e., 
ViE [l, n], ni(()= t, t,... tk, t, E RF(Term( T,, u)), Vje [2, k], tje RF(Ti). 
Property 4.3. v5 is not well formed. 
Property 4.1 is due to Theorem 3.2. 
Property 4.2 can be easily proved by checking that if some tj, Jo [2, k] (resp. t, ) 
contains some repetition in T, (resp. in Term(Tj, u)), then some < can be obtained 
by erasing this repetition from < in such a way that u4 ru UC. 
Property 4.3 is obtained by showing 
and by applying Theorem 3.2. 
Let us assume: UC ru ~5’; then, with the notations of Definition 3.3, we have 
UC = uypvu, and UC’ = uyprci(v)uz for some y such that uy = ui . Then or = vypvu, 
and vc’= vypzJv)u,. 
One can easily check that, since C(Y))lu = C(Y)/u, we have u[ and u<’ are in 
C(Y) implies or and v[’ are in C(Y), and Term(Ti, uy,uv) = Term(Ti, uypzi(v)) 
implies Term( Ti, vypv) = Term( Ti, vyprci(v)). Then vi r ~5’. 
Step 2. Property 4.3 means there exists a circuit in the graph of relation -+vy 
for some nonempty prefix y of r, v being well formed. So, there exists p in N, 
sequences (hh, cl,p~ and (kl),,Ci,P, such that the graph 
G;k= {CCTi,-,v ~/-IL (Tit, k/l), 1~ CZ PI) 
is included in +vy and is a circuit. 
The end of the proof will consist in choosing sequences (il)r, cl,pl and (k,),, cl,p, 
in such a way that the word z’ obtained by erasing form 5 every hth execution of 
transaction Ti for which ( Tj, h) is not an edge of Gik satisfies 
z’ E E(u), (1) 
vz’ is not well formed. (2) 
For this, we prove that these sequences can be chosen in such a way that all the 
executions of transactions of the form Exec( Tj, h, v<) such that (T,, h) is an edge of 
G:k, are different; this is expressed in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. There exists a circuit Gih included in +vy such that: 
VI, m E [ 1, 4 - 11, Exec( T’,, k,, ~5) # Exec( Tjm, k,, 05). (*I 
Now, we can suppose that Gik satisfies (*) for j = i, h = k, and q = p. By setting 
r=51,-, L for SOme tl, . . . . t, in A, we define: z’ = f(<, 1) . . .f(& s), where 
WE CL sl, 
tj if 31~[1,p]Il~~A,and l~~,...[~I~,,=k, or 
fW)= 31~ CL nl ItjEA,and 1051 ...tjldf= Iold, 
iz otherwise. 
Hence, the word z’ is obtained from r by erasing all the executions of transactions 
entirely enclosed in [ except those of the form Exec( T,, k,, ur), 1 E [ 1, p]. Thus, one 
can easily check that we have: since r is an extension of u in C(Y) formed of some 
repetition-free termination of the transactions started in u and of repetition-free 
executions of the transactions (Property 4.2), then, so is z’. Moreover, it follows 
from Lemma 4.3 that these executions are different. 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that if there exists a circuit in relation 
+U~(r,Ij...,-(s,s,j for some s’ <s then there exists a circuit in relation +Uc, ...e,,. This 
is due to the definition of the precedence relation (Definition 3.1) and the fact that 
f (5, 1). . . f (5, s) is obtained from 5 by erasing complete executions of transactions; 
but this contradicts the fact that ur is well formed (Property 4.1); then uz’ is well 
formed. Hence, we can conclude that z’ is in E(u). Thus, we obtain (1). 
Due to the definition off, the existence of the circuit G:k included in dvy implies 
the existence of a circuit Gi’ included in +vf(c,lj ,..,-(C,mj, where m = IyI and for a 
suitable numerotation (lj)j. c,,p,. Thus, we obtain (2). 
This achieves the proof of Lemma 4.2. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let us assume that (*) is not true in Gi”. Let 1 and m be 
such that Exec( T,, kl, II<) = Exec( T,, k,, 05) and k, < k,. Then Ti, = T,; let 
s=i,=i,. Since (T,,k,)j,y(Ti_+l,k,+l), we have: 
- either i, = i,, + 1 and then k, < k,+, and therefore k,< k,, ,. So 
(T,,k,)-,“,(Ti~+,,k,+l), 
- or for some (a,b)ERnAA,xAi,,,+,, we have u,a<uy, lu,a(,s=k,, and 
- either Iuyldr;,+,= k m+l -1, 
- or ulau2b<v, I~lau2~ldkm+,=km+I 
- or Iwldk,+,=km+l and bEO(Tk,+,9u~). 
Since the k,th execution and the k,th execution of T, in UC are identical 
(Exec(T,, k,, u[) = Exec(T,, k,, u<)) and k,< k,, then, due to the definition of 
Exec, we have 
w,a<u, forsome w,EA* with Iw,I,$=k,. 
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This implies 
Thus there exists a circuit included in Gkk which does not contains the couple 
((Ts, km), (Ti,,,+,, km+ 1 )). By repeating the same argument we can build a circuit 
Gih satisfying (*). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let L be a language over an alphabet X. The fact 
that the set of repetition-free words of L is finite can be obtained by showing the 
following property: There exists an integer N such that: 
For every x in L, if the length of x is greater than iV, then for some factors 
w and v of x, v is a repetition of w in L. 
Notation. For some set W, the cardinality of W will be noted # W. Let 
K = (Q, qO, X, z ) be the automaton which recognizes L. Let k be the number of 
states of K and s the cardinality of X. Let x E L be a word such that 1x1> ksk+ I. 
Then, for some qcQ, #({y<xIz(q,,y)=q})>sk+l and for some a,cX, 
#({y<xlz(q,,y)=q and ya,dx})>sk; and then for some a,,...,a,+,EX, 
#({y<xlz(qo, y)=q and ya,..-a,+,<x})> 1. 
Let E={y<xlz(q,,y)=q and ya,...a,+,<x}, and y, and y, be in E, we 
have: Wo, y,)=q (1). 
Let us assume y,a, . ..aj=yz for some j<k+ 1, then z(q,, yla,...aj)=q (2). 
Let v=al “.aj and w= ylv. 
Obviously wv<x, O(V)EO(W) and due to (1) and (2), z(q,, w)= q and 
r(q, o) = q; then L/w = L/WV. 
Now, let us assume y,a, . . . ak+l d y,. Since k= #Q, then for some i<j<k+ 1, 
7th ylal . ..ai)=q’ and 7(q’,aj+l...aj)=q’. Let v=ai+,...ajand w= yza,-..ai. 
Obviously wv<x, o(v) SO(W) and one can check that z(q,, w)= 7(q’, v)=q’; thus 
Lfw = L/WV. 
Hence, in the two cases, w and v are factors of x for which v is a repetition of 
w in L. This achieves the proof of Theorem 4.2. 1 
CONCLUSION 
This paper concerns the analysis of synchronization problems in concurrent 
systems in terms of serialization problems. 
We define the serializability criterion in a very general way. In our model, 
processes or transactions are sets of words over an alphabet of operations which 
may represent execution traces of a program. The synchronization between these 
transactions is given by a conflict relation between the operations. A concurrent 
computation of transactions is obtained by interleaving iterated execution traces 
of different transactions. The computation is considered correct if the order of con- 
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flitting operations is the same as in a sequential computation. Such a computation 
is called serializable. 
This approach allows us to analyse synchronization problems for which the 
correction is related to the order of conflicting operations performed as in data base 
systems, some resource allocation problems, or mutual exclusion problems. 
The notion of free-serializability has been introduced in order to consider the 
existence of choices inside the transactions. The main result of this paper says that 
for transactions given by regular languages, the set of free-serializable concurrent 
computations is regular. Hence, we obtain a finite and deadlock-free algorithm 
which controls the concurrent execution of programs in such a way that the order 
of conflicting operations is the same as in a sequential execution. 
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